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Gregory G. Brown is an AV Rated attorney who has mediated cases since the mid 1990's. He has 

resolved well over a thousand cases through arbitration, mediation, and trial. He is well known 

throughout Southern California as an individual that gets results, even in the most difficult and 

contentious disputes. Brown’s extensive trial, litigation and mediation background provides a 

rock-solid foundation from which to draw upon when serving as a mediator or arbitrator. 

 

In addition to his litigation background, Brown expanded his mediation skills in 2011 by 

completing the renowned Strauss Institute for Dispute Resolution. He has served as a private 

mediator and as an MSC mediator for the Superior Courts. Brown is a member of the Southern 

California Mediation Association and has a diverse background handling thousands of cases on 

both the plaintiff and defense side. This provides a very unique perspective, which provides 

significant insight when mediating cases. 

 

Before lending his skills to the dispute resolution world, Brown was an accomplished jury trial 

veteran – a member of ABOTA and a Certified Specialist in Civil Trial Advocacy, a distinction 

earned by approximately 150 lawyers in California. A trial lawyer for over 32 years, he spent 

over 200 days as lead trial counsel in jury trials throughout California. 
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Brown's business and civil litigation experience includes: 

 

▪ Shareholder and partnership actions 

▪ Derivative actions 

▪ Breach of fiduciary duty 

▪ Contract actions  

▪ Fraud and concealment cases 

▪ Trade secret and unfair competition litigation 

▪ Employment litigation 

▪ Trust and estate litigation 

▪ Real estate disputes (contract, fraud, nuisance, HOA) 

▪ Construction litigation (contract, defects, habitability, mold) 

▪ Commercial litigation (warranty, UCC) 

▪ Intellectual property disputes  

▪ Professional liability (E&O, Accountants, Lawyers) 

 

Since 1997, Brown has received Martindale-Hubbell's highest honor, an AV Rating, signifying 

that his legal abilities are of the "very highest standard" and his professional ethics are 

"unquestionable."  Brown has been recognized in the U.S. News & World Report as one of the 

nations Best Lawyers in America.  He has been selected for inclusion in He has been named to 

Super Lawyers (top 5%) for eleven straight years and has earned the coveted AVVO Rating of 

"Superb", 10.0/10.0. In 2011, Brown was named Attorney of the Year, one of only 4 individuals 

receiving the honor nationwide. 

 

http://www.martindale.com/Products_and_Services/Peer_Review_Ratings.aspx
https://www.bestlawyers.com/lawyers/gregory-g-brown/129583
http://www.superlawyers.com/search?q=gregory+g.+brown&l=california-southern

